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The recent experience in the euro area with dual interest rates, that is, central bank funding at rates below the 

level at which central bank reserves are remunerated, showed that such a tool can constitute a new form of 

monetary accommodation. On top of supporting bank credit, central bank funding with dual interest rates 

enables an easing of bank lending conditions without the increased risk appetite that a standard rate cut 

might bring about, especially if considered after a prolonged period of low or negative interest rates.  

 

 

Introduction  

 

Whether a low monetary policy rate spurs excessive risk-taking by banks is a much debated question in 

academic and policy circles since the start of the Global Financial Crisis (Dell’Ariccia, Laeven, Marques, 

2011). While the impact of a monetary policy easing sustains bank profits even in a low interest rate 

environment via larger intermediation volumes and lower provisioning costs (Altavilla et al., 2018; Rohde, 

2021), a prolonged period of low or even negative policy rates may compress banks’ profit margins if banks 

were not able to lower deposit rates below their effective lower bound (Brandao Marques et al., 2021). This 

could in turn either reduce the room for maneuver for further monetary policy accommodation 

(Brunnermeier and Koby 2019) or raise financial stability concerns as banks try to recoup intermediation 

margins by lending to increasingly riskier borrowers (Bubeck et al., 2020).  
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Funding for lending schemes by central banks may partially compensate for the challenges brought forth by a 

prolonged low interest rate environment (Minenna, 2019). The euro area version of such schemes, the so-called 

targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTROs), are an example of this design in action. The second series 

of TLTROs (TLTRO II) launched in 2016 leveraged on the negative interest rate policy (NIRP) by setting the 

lowest rate at which banks could obtain the funds, subject to conditions related to their lending performance, 

equal to the rate at which excess reserves are remunerated (the deposit facility rate, DFR, at that time -0.4%), 

thus shielding banks from excessive pressure on their margins (Rostagno et al. 2021). Similarly, the lowest 

borrowing rate under the third series of the operations (TLTRO III) launched in 2019 was indexed to DFR (which 

was lowered again to -0.5% at the inception of the programme). Yet, the fire power of the scheme was greatly 

increased with the adoption of so-called ‘dual interest rates’, that is, central bank funding with an interest rate 

below the interest rate on reserves (Lonergan, 2020; The Economist, 2020).  

 

In a new paper (Barbiero et al., 2022), we look at the experience of TLTRO III during the pandemic, which offered 

an unprecedented example of dual interest rates on a large scale. We find that central bank funding with dual 

interest rates enables an easing of bank lending conditions without the increased risk appetite that a standard 

rate cut might bring about, especially if considered after a prolonged period of low or negative interest rates. 

 

At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, the TLTRO tool was recalibrated to further support the continued access 

of firms and households to bank credit (Altavilla et al., 2020). Crucially, the interest rate charged on borrowed 

funds could reach a minimum of 50 basis points below the DFR, which was well below the cost of any alternative 

funding source at the inception of the pandemic. The new design led to the largest liquidity injection in the 

history of the ECB and provided a large reduction in funding costs for euro area banks.  

 

In the paper, we address two questions. First, we ask whether the recalibrations of the TLTRO interest rate to 

levels potentially below the remuneration of central bank reserves generated an increase in the supply of bank 

credit. Second, we investigate whether the policy affected the qualitative composition of this credit. To the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first paper that illustrates empirically the potential of a new form of monetary 

accommodation associated with dual interest rates.  

 

Empirical results 

 

We exploit the unexpected recalibration of the programme announced on 30 April 2020, which reduced the 

interest rate charged on borrowed funds to a minimum of 50 basis points below the deposit facility rate (DFR).1 

We measure exposure to the policy using high-frequency bank bond yield reactions, which are an effective proxy 

of the bank funding cost relief conveyed by the policy. Central to our analysis is transaction-level information 

from the euro area credit register (AnaCredit), which allows us not only to disentangle credit supply and demand, 

but also to control for the riskiness underlying each credit contract. 

 

The first empirical question relates to the effectiveness of central bank funding in stimulating bank credit. Recent 

work has highlighted the relevance of TLTROs and their targeting feature for sustaining the flow of credit to 

households and firms and for reducing fragmentation (e.g. Boeckx et al. 2020; Altavilla et al. 2020; Benetton and 

Fantino 2021). We find that the funding cost relief coming from the recalibration of TLTROs had a strong positive 

effect on bank credit provision during the COVID-19 crisis, helping to sustain economic activity. Exposure to the 

TLTRO shock is associated with a gradual increase in credit growth after the announcement and is robust to the 

inclusion of bank and firm characteristics (see Figure 1). Our baseline model shows that a standard deviation in 

the exposure to the funding cost relief coming from TLTROs translated into an impact on loan growth of around 

half of the actual lending registered over the six months after the announcement of the policy measure. 

1 See the ECB press release on 30 April 2020.  

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.pr200430~fa46f38486.en.html
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Figure 1: Impact of TLTRO shock on credit growth  

Notes: The figure reports the coefficients resulting from regressions of credit growth on TLTRO 
shock. TLTRO shock is defined as a one-day change in volume-weighted bank bond yields (in 
percentage points per annum) around the TLTRO III recalibration announcement of 30 April 2020. 
The reported coefficients represent the effect at different horizons. The grey-shaded areas report 
95% confidence intervals with standard errors clustered at the bank level.  

The second question relates to whether the TLTRO policy affected the qualitative composition of credit in the 

aftermath of the pandemic. In particular, we look at the riskiness of lending by banks more exposed to TLTROs 

and at the effect of the policy on the interest rates charged on corporate loans depending on their underlying risk. 

In this sense, our paper contributes to the literature on the risk-taking channel of monetary policy that emerged 

after the financial crisis and flourished during the period of low policy interest rates and central bank liquidity 

operations (Jime nez et al. 2014; Acharya and Steffen 2015; Crosignani et al 2020; Andreeva and Garcí a-Posada 

2021). At the inception of TLTRO III in September 2019, the policy rate had already been in negative territory for 

more than five years. Moreover, the unprecedented surge in loan demand at the onset of the pandemic, coupled 

with the large economic uncertainty and the sharp deterioration in borrower creditworthiness, bore the potential 

to generate a marked increase in the riskiness of banks' loan portfolios and even a mispricing of the underlying 

risks. We find instead that banks exposed to TLTROs did not increase their supply of credit disproportionately 

more to ex-ante riskier borrowers, and we also do not find evidence of an increased mispricing of riskier loans 

(see Figure 2). Finally, we show that these results are particularly pronounced for banks with low intermediation 

margins to begin with. We interpret this evidence through the lens of the funding cost relief that TLTROs provide 

to banks in a low interest rate environment, allowing them to expand credit supply without necessarily having to 

scale up the risk profile of their loan portfolios to recoup intermediation margins.  
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Conclusions 

 

The experience with TLTRO III during the pandemic points to a large potential for the monetary policy toolbox 

constituted by dual interest rates, that is, central bank funding at rates below the level at which reserves are 

remunerated. The increase in bank lending attributable to the impact of central bank funding with dual interest 

rates was not accompanied by excessive risk-taking. Banks with lower intermediation margins could extend more 

credit as a result of central bank funding and did not need to scale up the risk profile of their loan portfolio.  

 

Contrary to a "standard" rate cut in negative territory, borrowing rates below the interest rate on central bank 

reserves imply that intermediation margins are not compressed despite the consequent general decrease in 

lending rates (Freriks and Kakes, 2021), affording a continued transmission of monetary policy even in presence 

of an effective lower bound on deposit rates. This partially shields the banking system from some potential side 

effects of monetary policy accommodation highlighted in the literature, as increases in lending volumes are not 

accompanied by heightened risk taking or changes in the pricing of underlying risks. 

 

This illustrates how central bank funding with dual interest rates enables an easing of credit conditions without 

the increased risk appetite that a standard rate cut might spur under the same circumstances, especially if 

considered after a prolonged period of low interest rates. ∎  

Figure 2: TLTRO shock and the qualitative composition of credit  

Notes: The figure reports the coefficients of interaction terms between TLTRO shock and a dummy variable equal to 
one for borrowers with an ex ante probability of default (PD) below the 90th percentile of the distribution (“Less 
risky borrowers”) and a dummy variable equal to one for borrowers with an ex ante PD above the 90th percentile. 
TLTRO shock is defined as a one-day change in volume-weighted bank bond yields around the TLTRO III recalibration 
announcement of 30 April 2020. The dependent variable is: i) the percentage point change in loan growth between 
April and October 2020 (left-hand side panel); ii) the percentage point change in the probability of a new lending 
relationship (middle panel); 3) the percentage point change in the lending rate (right-hand-side panel).  
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